Introduction
The incremental nature of human grammatical encoding is an important source of word order variation even in languages with relatively strict word order. A wellknown example is the 'heavy constituent shift' that moves a long phrase, wholesale or in part, to a clause-final position. It seems reasonable to assume that longer constituents on average need more assembly time than shorter ones. An incremental grammatical encoder can make for greater output fluency by assigning a heavy exemplar of such a constituent a late position in the utterance. Conversely, output fluency is promoted also when the encoder allows a light constituent to occupy an early position, e.g. a pronoun referring to the discourse topic. Stated more generally: given a language with some word order flexibility and an incremental grammatical encoder, constituents whose shape is determined at an earlier point in time will tend to precede constituents that 'arrive' later. The correlation between the arrival time of a constituent (the moment its shape is fixated) and its linear position tends to be stronger the greater the amount of flexibility. Arrival time may depend not only on syntactic factors such as the complexity of the syntactic assembly process but also on lexical factors (e.g., different retrieval times for low-and high-frequency words) and on semantic factors (e.g., salient fragments of the to-be-expressed meaning being conceptualized prior to less salient ones; see Yamashita & Chang (2001) ). Now suppose that, for some pattern of word order variation in a (semi-)free word order language, there is independent evidence that the actual order of constituents covaries directly with their arrival times. This would eliminate the need for syntactic rules that explicitly control the order of the constituents involved -thereby benefiting theoretical parsimony.
In this chapter we test the viability of this approach by developing a statistical model that generates a detailed pattern of constituent order variation on the basis of the hypothetical arrival times of the constituents. Our test case is the well-known 'scrambling' phenomenon of Subject (S), Indirect Object (I) and Direct Object NP (O) in the 'Mittelfeld' (Midfield) of German clauses. None of the six possible permutations of these NPs are definitely ruled out, although the grammaticality (acceptability) ratings they elicit tend to vary widely. We show that simple model assumptions about the typical arrival times of S, I and O yield accurate estimates of the acceptability of the permutations. Actually, the predictions of our model are at least as accurate as those derived from models based on ranked or weighted ordering constraints, e. g. within an Optimality Theoretical framework. We conclude that our incrementality-based approach presents a viable alternative to current approaches in terms of a hierarchy of ordering constraints, and that satisfactory accounts of the scrambling phenomenon under scrutiny may well be found outside the domain of explicit syntactic ordering rules.
Modeling 'word order freedom in restraint' is relevant not only to psycholinguistic theories of grammatical encoding but also to the design of computational sentence generators striving for natural and varied output (e.g., in a computer-supported language training environment). Such systems should neither select the same permutation at all times, nor produce the various grammatical permutations on a strictly random basis. Instead, they must be sensitive to empirical data that reflect speaker ordering habits and preferences, and select permutations accordingly.
In the grammatical encoding model presented below, we apply Performance Grammar (PG), a psycholinguistically motivated grammar formalism containing separate components generating, respectively, the hierarchical and the linear structure of sentences. In Section 2 we outline the psycholinguistic motivation underlying this distinction. Sections 3 and 4 present the essentials of PG's hierarchical and linearization components. Section 5 introduces the experimentally obtained acceptability ratings for permutations of Subject, Direct Object and Indirect Object NPs in the Midfield of German clauses. In Section 6 we account for these ratings in terms of a probabilistic model. Section 7, finally, summarizes our approach and the conclusions we reached.
A psycholinguistic argument for topology-based linearization
In an incremental grammatical encoder, word order can be affected by the 'order of arrival' of the various syntactic constituents. Constituents that become available for being ordered at an earlier point in time, may precede constituents emerging lateras long as grammar rules do not intervene. Order of arrival is controlled by several groups of factors: by pragmatic and conceptual factors residing in a 'conceptualizer' component and/or in the 'semantic-syntactic' interface; and by lexical and syntactic factors in the grammatical encoder ('formulator') itself. For instance, 'old' information can be conceptualized more easily than 'new' information and therefore tends be available for being linearized earlier. A word finding problem may delay the formulation of a conceptual fragment; 'heavy' constituents take more assembly time than 'light' constituents. Linearization methods for (semi-)free word order languages should be responsive to order of arrival of syntactic constituents.
Furthermore, we consider that linearization methods should comply with general psychological properties of sequence generation processes. Models of serial order are conveniently divided into two types depending on whether or not they aim at generating novel sequences that have never been seen before (Dell, Burger & Svec (1997) ).
'Closed' models only deal with a restricted and invariable set of sequences. 'Open' models can handle potentially unlimited sets of sequences, including novel ones. In open models, the representation of a to-be-generated sequence is typically split into two parts: (1) a one-dimensional array containing a number of empty slots, and (2) the set of items to be inserted into the slots. Items are ordered by binding them to a slot. Generating a sequence involves traversing the array from beginning to end, at each slot reading out any item(s) bound to it.
Open sequence generation models are informally called slot-and-filler models. In this paper, we use the term topology to refer to a row of slots. Filler items are terminal nodes of an unordered syntactic tree called mobile. In the simplest case, the mobile consists of two layers: the bottom layer specifying the filler items, which are all connected to a single root node in the top layer. In more complicated cases, the mobile may span additional layers of nodes. In a typical model application, the 'lexicon' of filler items contains many different entries. However, these entries belong to a small number of classes, and the item-to-slot binding process is sensitive to class member- ordered from left to right. This distinction has been adopted, in one way or another, by many students of grammatical encoding (e.g. Kempen & Hoenkamp (1987) , Levelt (1989) , Bock & Levelt (1994) and Kempen & Harbusch (1998) ). In Kempen & Hoenkamp's version, the constituents of unordered functional structures acquired their linear position by binding themselves to a slot in a 'holder' which is similar to a topology in more recent literature (see Kathol (2000) in particular).
Before turning to our proposal for a topology-based linearization model, we need to explain the essential features of PG's hierarchical grammatical structures. The top layer of a frame consists of a single phrasal node (the 'root'; e.g. S, NP, DP, CP), which is connected to one or more functional nodes in the second layer (e.g., SUBJect, HeaD, Direct OBJect, CoMPlement, MODifier). At most one exemplar of a functional node is allowed in the same frame, except for MOD nodes, which may occur several times. Every functional node dominates exactly one phrasal node ('foot') in the third layer, except for H(ea)D which immediately dominates a lexical (part of speech) node. Each lexical frame is 'anchored' to exactly one lexical item which constitutes the fourth layer and is printed below the lexical node serving as the frame's HeaD.
Hierarchical structures in Performance Grammar
Categorial nodes (i.e. lexical and phrasal nodes in the first and third layers of a lexical frame) have associated with them a feature matrix, i.e., a list of pairs that consist of an attribute and a finite set of values. Features are instantiated with a nonempty value set. An attribute is a character string (e.g., "gender", "person", "number"). A value set contains a finite, non-zero number of character strings (e.g., {sing}, 
Linear structure in PG
In order to assign a left-to-right position to the branches of lexical frames, we introduce an additional type of data structure. Associated with every lexical frame is a one-dimensional 'linearization array' specifying a fixed number of positions (or slots, landing sites) for its constituents. In line with certain traditional grammars of German, we will use the term topology to refer to a linearization array. The topology of a verb frame (i.e., of a finite or non-finite clause) allocates space for each of various grammatical functions that can be fulfilled by its constituents, e.g., to the HeaD verb, to the SUBJect NP, the Direct OBJect NP, etc. The topology that we use for German clauses specifies nine different slots, labeled as indicated in Figure 3 .
Constituents may be assigned different positions depending on their shape. For instance, if the Direct OBJect role is fulfilled by a Wh-phrase, it will end up in the 'Forefield' of the clause rather than in the 'Midfield'. We assume that these constraints are applied by a finite-state automaton (FSA), called 'linearizer', which traverses the slots from left to right like a kind of cursor. Incremental grammatical encoding entails the possibility that, when the linearizer arrives at a certain slot, some constituent that is supposed to land there, is still unavailable. If such a constituent is an obligatory member of the construction (e.g., the finite verb in a finite clause), and the linearizer would not wait until the verb had presented itself, massive ungrammaticality would result. The linearizer therefore has the important duty to check whether the current slot is the landing site of an obligatory phrase; if so, it should postpone jumping to the next slot until the phrase has shown up. Another task of the linearizer is to apply the linear precedence function associated with the current slot. This is required if the grammar directs several constituents to the same slot. In sum, the linearizer performs three actions:
• slotting (distributing grammatical functions over the slots of a topology),
• jumping (moving to the next slot or waiting for an obligatory constituent), and
• sorting (applying linear precedence rules within a slot). Figure 4 shows a somewhat simplified version of the linearization FSA for German clauses that has been proposed by Kempen & Harbusch (2001 We show linearization at work on an abbreviated version of example (1).
(1') Denkst du, dass er das Auto repariert?
'Do you think that he repairs the car?' 'Which car do you think that he repairs?'
As a consequence, the Wh-phrase is already 'seen' by the linearizer of the matrix topology. The Wh-constituent gets 'fronted' and seems to have been 'extracted' from the complement. Topology sharing manifests itself as upward movement of constituents in shared slots. We will call this effect promotion. (Harbusch & Kempen (2000) describe a polynomial method for handling promotion.)
A. dass er repariert Figure 6 . Linearization of example (2).
Example (1) embodies a more radical case of topology sharing. The topologies associated with hat and repariert share the entire region extending from F1 through M4.
The result is promotion of Direct OBJect das Auto, as shown in Figure 7 . We refer to Kempen & Harbusch (2001) for a detailed description of the German word order phenomena that can be explained by 'left-peripheral topology sharing'. Now that the essentials of PG's linear ordering component are in place, we can return to the word order phenomena sketched in the Introduction.
Semi-free word order in the Midfield of German clauses
Several experimental investigations into the acceptability of word order variation in the Midfield of subordinate clauses of German have recently been published in the psycholinguistic literature (Pechmann, Uszkoreit, Engelkamp & Zerbst (1994 ; Rösler, Pechmann, Streb, Röder & Hennighausen (2000) and Keller (2000a, b) ). The data patterns emerging from these experiments are very similar. While none of the six possible permutations of Subject (S), Indirect Object (I) and Direct Object (O) are definitely ruled out, some are judged considerably more acceptable than others.
Furthermore, the acceptability varies in function of whether the constituents are full NPs or pronominal NPs.
Theoretical accounts for the obtained data patterns usually employ a ranked or weighted set of Linear Precedence (LP) constraints (see Pechmann et al. (1994 Pechmann et al. ( , 1996 , Müller (1999) and Keller (2000a, b) ). A typical example is given in (3). The symbol "<<" denotes linear precedence, and the constraints are listed in order of decreasing rank/weight.
(3) (A) [+NOM] << [-NOM] (Subject NP precedes other NPs) (B) [+PRO] << [-PRO] (pronominal NPs precede full NPs) (C) [+DAT] << [+ACC] (Indirect Object precedes Direct Object)
Keller's experiments yield numerical weight values for the constraints. These confirm, in line with the Optimality Theoretical framework 1 he adopts, that • violation of a higher ranked/weighted constraint reduces the acceptability ratings more seriously than violation of lower ones, and • multiple violations affect the ratings additively.
Although models based on ranked/weighted LP constraints are descriptively adequate, they are not necessarily psychologically plausible. There is no evidence that the linearization system actually applies constraints like those in (3) implying that the surface order SIO will occur much more frequently than any other order. This suggests we can predict the actual probability of occurrence of the six possible orderings of S, I and O, if we know the probability of each of these constituent types preceding each other in the queue. Conversely, we can estimate these probabilities on the basis of the frequency distribution of the six S+I+O orderings in a corpus of subordinate clauses.
As far as we know, no such corpus is presently available. However, we can make the assumption that the frequency distribution of S+I+O permutations has a high positive correlation with acceptability ratings: frequently occurring sequences are likely to be judged as more acceptable than rarely occurring sequences. We therefore decided to utilize the ratings published recently by Keller (2000a, b) .
In his Experiments 6 and 10, Keller applied the psychophysical method of magnitude estimation to elicit particularly fine-graded grammaticality judgments (see Bard, Robertson & Sorace (1996) for details) 2 . The sentence material Keller prepared for his Experiment 6 are illustrated in (4). All NPs refer to human protagonists and are introduced by case-marked articles. The sentences were presented without context.
(4) Ich glaube, dass der Produzent dem Direktor den Schauspieler vorschlägt
I believe that the-NOM producer the-DAT director the-ACC actor proposes 'I believe that the producer proposes the director the actor'
The material for Experiment 6 also included sentences with two full and one pronominal NP in nominative, dative or accusative case (er, ihm, ihn) . So, every sentence like (4) was presented in 24 different shapes: 6 (permutations of S, I and O) times 4 (NP versions: 1 full, 3 pronominal). The transformed 3 acceptability ratings for all 24 data points are presented in Table 1 . Keller's Experiment 10 yielded acceptability ratings for sentences with only two constituents -S and O, full or pronominal. The Subject NPs were animate, the Direct Objects inanimate (see (5) for an example). Table 2 
A probabilistic model of the acceptability judgments
Under the assumption that Keller's acceptability judgments are indeed interpretable as reflections of the relative frequency of the various ordering patterns, we now construct a probabilistic model capable of filling the slots M2-M4 (cf. Figure 4 ) with frequencies that approximate the data in Tables 1 and 2 . In line with the idea of incremental grammatical encoding, we assume that the constituents land in slots M2 through M4 of the topology in their order of arrival, and interpret the quantities in the cells of Tables 1 and 2 as estimates of the probability of occurrence of constituent strings in a corpus. Furthermore, we hypothesize that these 'string probabilities' are predictable on the basis of the 'precedence probability' of pairs of constituents. For every pair of constituents A and B belonging to the same clause, we need to estimate the probability that A arrives earlier than (i.e. becomes available for being ordered before) B. Given that a clause contains at most one S, I or O constituent, and that each of these may be full or pronominal, we have to estimate precedence probabilities for 
-p(A<<B) * p(B<<C) + p(A<<C) * (p(A<<B) + p(B<<C) -1) p("ABC") =
For a derivation of this string probability formula we refer to the Appendix.
Which combination of values of the nine precedence probabilities yields the closest fit with the 24 string probabilities in Table 1 ? And is this fit close enough to justify the claim that the model provides a satisfactory account of the observations? To answer these questions we implemented a computer simulation program that searched virtually the entire parameter space defined by the 9 precedence probabilities. Each of these variables was assigned values between .05 and .95 (incrementing by .05). For every setting, the program computed the probability of each of the 24 strings referred to in Table 1 . Using a Least Squares method, we determined the parameter setting giving the best prediction of the string probabilities in Table 1 . The best solution is presented in Table 3 . Figure 8 displays the 'predicted' string probabilities determined by inserting the parameter settings in Table 3 into the string probability formula. The differences between the target values (Table 1 ) and the 'predicted' values is indeed very small. The correlation between obtained and predicted string probabilities is .98. We conclude that the incrementality-driven approach we took in this chapter is viable. Inspection of the optimal parameter settings in Table 3 reveals that they are in line with constraints proposed earlier, such as those in (3). The Subject tends to precede both Indirect and Direct Object with an average precedence probability of .62 (first and strongest constraint in (3)). Pronominal NPs tend to arrive earlier than full NPs (average probability .59; second constraint in (3)). There is no clear preference for the Indirect Object to outwin the Direct Object (average precedence probability .48; third and weakest constraint in (3)). Pronominal Direct Objects even strongly prefer to pre- 
70 (in agreement with well-know observations;
Ich habe Maria es gegeben is considerably worse than Ich habe es Maria gegeben).
The probability estimates for the S+O precedence pairs can be compared directly with the observed data in Table 2 . examples (4) and (5)). 
Summary and conclusion
We have presented a linearization formalism capable of capturing a broad range of clausal constituent order phenomena in semi-free word order languages such as Object (I) in the 'Midfield' of German clauses, we assumed a clausal topology with three special slots, each accommodating at most one of these constituents in any order (see Figure 4) . Furthermore, we hypothesized that, due to various processing factors at the level of the conceptualizer and/or the semantic-syntactic interface, these constituents tend to 'arrive' at different points in time. That is, they get ready to be assigned a slot by the linearizer sequentially rather than in parallel (incremental grammatical encoding). If the overt order of S, I and O indeed mirrors their order of arrival, then it should be possible to predict the probability of the various permutations on the basis of the precedence probabilities of pairs of constituents, e.g. on how likely it is for S to arrive before I, etc. Computer simulation of a model based on these assumptions produced a very good fit with experimental data that we took to reflect probabilities of occurrence of S, I and O permutations.
The success of this approach suggests, first of all, that satisfactory accounts of the scrambling phenomenon under scrutiny may well be found within the conceptualizer or the semantic-syntactic interface rather than in the domain of explicit syntactic ordering rules. If so, the syntax of German needs no provisions at all for dealing with Midfield scrambling. Secondly, our incrementality-based approach appears to offer a viable alternative to published accounts in terms of a hierarchy of ordering constraints.
In conclusion, the present study argues that certain -not necessarily allscrambling phenomena in (semi-)free word order languages can profitably be treated as a consequences of factors operative in the semantic-syntactic interface rather than as the result of applying explicit word order rules.
Appendix. Estimating string probabilities from precedence pair probabilities
The constituent sequences considered in this paper (SIO, ISO, etc.) can be represented by strings of at most three symbols -call them A, B, and C. Their probability of occurrence, we assume, is a function of the precedence probabilities p(A<<B), p(B<<C) and p(A<<C). Imagine three (biased or unbiased) coins with a precedence relation inscribed on one side and its inverse on the other side. Tossing these coins will reveal the probabilities of the precedence pairs, e.g. p(A<<B) and p(B<<A) = 1 -p(A<<B). When three coins are tossed, there are eight possible outcomes; see the three leftmost columns in this Six of these outcomes define unique strings -enumerated in the rightmost column.
Two outcomes (the second and the seventh) are 'illegal' because they violate transitivity of the precedence relation (if A<<B and B<<C then A<<C).
If we now let x = p(A<<B), y = p(B<<C) and z = p(A<<C), then the probability of getting the first tossing result, which yields string "ABC", is expressed by the product xyz. The sum of the probabilities of the six possible legal (i.e. transitive) outcomes therefore can now be written as xyz+x (1-y) 
